LOWERING INJURY RATES
AT METCASH, AUSTRALIA’S
LARGEST DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY
38%

Achieving
Injury
Reduction Through Leading-Edge
Tech & Stellar Client Service
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It’s not about productivity or pick rates or
any of that. It’s about reducing the chance
of people getting hurt.”
— General Manager,
Environmental Health & Safety

SITUATION
With thousands of dedicated employees delivering to more than
100,000 wholesale and retail customers — covering the largest
distribution footprint in Australia — the risk of manual material handling
injuries at Metcash was inevitably high. Back injuries, in particular, were
a major concern.
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Aggregate injury reduction

642,000 AUD

projected YoY value across
participating sites
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With the safety of its employees always top of mind - and management
keen on championing its people over automation - leadership wanted
a tech-forward solution with excellent customer support that could be
deployed initially at the highest-risk warehouse sheds.

SOLUTION
StrongArm’s FUSE Platform was chosen for its ability to provide
targeted, forward-indicating safety data that could be scaled over time.
What’s more, with so many employees in the field, Metcash knew it
would require dedicated and responsive client support for the program
to be a success.
StrongArm’s dedicated Client Services Team conducted weekly
scheduled status calls with Metcash management, plus additional
touchpoints by phone or otherwise as needed, all in an effort to provide
the highest level of service possible to ultimately drive actionable and
scalable results.
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SUCCESS
From the previous year alone, FUSE delivered

a 38% injury reduction. Two of the sheds
recorded no qualified injuries during the Pilot
Program.
Across distribution centers, the FUSE deployment was
able to deliver an estimated year-over-year projected
value of 642,000 AUD. Based on pilot results and a
positive relationship built between StrongArm and
Metcash management, FUSE will continue to be
embedded in ongoing operations at increasing scales
where needed.

